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Plan 
• Bitcoin basics 

• Cryptographic foundations 

• Nakamoto’s protocol  

• Alternative mechanisms  

• Crypto on the blockchain

many of the slides are from  
Professors Aggelos Kiayias, Roger Wattenhofer, and Vassilis Zikas



Bitcoin Blockchain

How Bitcoin works under the hood





ledger

a ledger for all user activities 
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a ledger for all user activities 



User

cryptographic tool:  
     digital signature scheme

public key = user account address
public key for signature verification
private key for signature generation



User

user A transfers 0.01 coins to user B
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User

user A transfers 0.01 coins to user B



ledger

distribute the ledger



each node has its local ledger

Miner
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conflicted transactions could be generated

User



conflicted transactions appear in the network

Miner



conflicted transactions appear in the network
different nodes may have different local ledgers

Miner



to resolve the conflicts, the same ledger must be agreed

Miner





Miner
cryptographic tool:  

  hash function
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Miner

Is Bitcoin stable?



Miner

Is Bitcoin stable?
yes, if 51% computing power is from good miners



• two roles: users and miners 

• distributed protocol



Cryptographic Foundations

A modern approach to building security systems



Crypto Foundations: Why

• Understand the fundamental security properties 
of cryptographic protocols and obtain proofs of 
security in formal adversarial models. 



Crypto Foundations: How
• the end goal /objective  
 

• the starting point / building blocks  

• the construction: connecting the “starting point” 
and the “end goal”  

• the proof: verifying if the connection is sound  



Crypto Foundations: How
• the end goal /objective  

syntax and functionality; security properties  

• the starting point / building blocks  
what kinds of resources are available 

• the construction: connecting the “starting point” 
and the “end goal”  

• the proof: verifying if the connection is sound  



Two popular paradigms

for protocols  

• simulation based  

• property based 
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Simulation based
Adding Incentives: Motivation

8 9 : Ideal world ⇡ Real world



Functionality F
auth

1. Upon receiving an input (Send, S,R, sid,m) from ITI S, generate a public delayed output
(Sent,S, sid,m) to R and halt.

2. Upon receiving (Corrupt-sender, sid,m0
) from the adversary, and if the (Sent, S, sid,m)

output is not yet delivered to R, then output (Sent, S, sid,m0
) to R and halt.

Figure 11: The Message Authentication functionality, F
auth

. For simplicity, the dummy parties
are omitted from this description. Also, the function is standard corruption, meaning that upon
receiving a (Corrupt,P) instructionm it outputs (Corrupted) to the dummy party with PID P .

the sender is corrupted at the time of delivery, even if the sender was uncorrupted at the point
when it sent the message. This provision captures the fact that in general the received value is
not determined until the point where the recipient actually generates its output.17 Fourth, F

auth

guarantees “non-transferable authentication”: By interacting with F
auth

, the receiver R does not
gain ability to run protocols with a third party V , whereby V reliably learns that the message was
indeed sent by the sender. In situations where this strong guarantee is not needed, it might su�ce
to use an appropriately relaxed variant of F

auth

.

Next, let us highlight two modeling aspects of F
auth

. First, F
auth

deals with authenticated
transmission of a single message. Authenticated transmission of multiple messages is obtained by
using multiple instances of F

auth

, and relying on the universal composition theorem for security.
This is an important property: It allows di↵erent instances of protocols that use authenticated
communication to use di↵erent instances of F

auth

, thereby making sure that these protocols can be
analyzed per instance, independently of other instances. This modeling also significantly simplifies
the analysis of protocols that obtain authenticated communication. Another modeling aspect is
that F

auth

generates an output for the receiver without requiring the receiver to provide any input.
This means that the SID is determined exclusively by the sender, and there is no need for the
sender and receiver to agree on the SID in advance.18

On realizing F
auth

. F
auth

is used not only as a formalization of the authenticated communi-
cation model. It also serves as a way for specifying the security requirements from authentication
protocols. (As discussed earlier, the validity of this dual use comes from the universal composition
theorem.) We very briefly summarize some basic results regarding the realizability of F

auth

.

As a first step, we note that it is impossible to realize F
auth

in the bare model, except by
protocols that never generate any output. That is, say that a protocol is useless if no party ever
generates output with non-negligible probability for any PPT environment and adversary. Then,
we have:

17Previous formulations of of F
auth

failed to let the adversary change the delivered message and recipient identity
if the sender gets corrupted between sending and delivery. This results in an unrealistically strong security guarantee,
that is not intuitively essential and is not provided by reasonable authentication protocols. This oversight was pointed
out in several places, including [hms03, af04].

18 We point out that this non-interactive formulation of F
auth

makes crucial use of the fact that the underlying
computational model from Section 3.1 allows for dynamic addressing and generation of ITIs. Indeed, allowing such
simple and powerful formulation of F

auth

and similar functionalities has been one of the main motivations for the
present formulation of the underlying computational model.

64

…What is an objective?
point to point authenticated communication 
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…What is an objective?
point to point authenticated communication 

Fauth can be realized in the Fcert hybrid world  

Fcert can be realized in the (Fca, Fsig) hybrid world  

Canetti, Universally Composable Signature, Certification, and Authentication. CSF 2004



Functionality FBC

The functionality interacts with an adversary S and a set P = {P1, . . . , Pn} of parties.

• Upon receiving (Bcast, sid,m) from Pi, send (Bcast, sid, Pi,m) to all parties in P and to S.

Figure 1: The broadcast functionality.

Our definitions of broadcast are induced by ideal functionalities in the UC framework. Namely,
we say a protocol º achieves (strong) broadcast if it securely realizes the functionality FBC shown in
Figure 1; it achieves relaxed broadcast if it securely realizes the functionality FRBC given in Figure 2.
Our definition of broadcast is essentially standard, though one can also consider a definition where
the sender’s message m is not revealed to S. (I.e., our definition does not guarantee secrecy for m;
note that this only makes a diÆerence when S corrupts no parties.) Our definition of relaxed
broadcast is from [11].

Functionality FRBC

The functionality interacts with an adversary S and a set P = {P1, . . . , Pn} of parties.

1. Upon receiving (Bcast, sid,m) from Pi, send (Bcast, sid, Pi, m) to S.

2. Upon receiving m

0 from S, do:

• If Pi is corrupted, send (Bcast, sid, Pi, m

0) to all parties in P;
• If Pi is not corrupted, send (Bcast, sid, Pi, m) to all parties in P.

Figure 2: The relaxed broadcast functionality.

It is instructive to examine the two functionalities in light of the Hirt-Zikas attack. Observe
that FBC does not allow their attack (and so any protocol securely realizing FBC must not be
susceptible to the attack) since the adversary cannot change the sender’s message m unless the
adversary corrupts the sender P

i

in advance, before it learns m. On the other hand, FRBC allows
their attack: this is so because the adversary can first learn m (in step 1) and then decide whether
to corrupt the sender P

i

based on that information; if the adversary decides to corrupt P1 then the
adversary is allowed change the message that will be received by all the other parties in step 2.

The following result was proved in [11]:

Lemma 3.1 The Dolev-Strong protocol [9] securely realizes FRBC in the FCERT-hybrid model
against an adaptive adversary corrupting any t < n parties.

In fact, the above result holds even in the non-atomic communication model.
It is also possible to define a stronger variant of FRBC, called F+

RBC, that more closely corre-
sponds to what is actually accomplished by the Hirt-Zikas attack. The diÆerence between FRBC

and F+
RBC is that the latter only allows the adversary to have m

0 =?. That is, the adversary
is allowed to adaptively corrupt the sender (based on the sender’s original message) and thereby
cause agreement on an error, but is unable to cause agreement on some other valid message. F+

RBC

6

…What is an objective?

authenticated broadcast 

Dolev, Strong, Authenticated algorithms for Byzantine agreement. SIAM Journal on Computing, 1983

Katz, Garay, Kumaresan, Zhou, Adaptively Secure Broadcast, Revisited. PODC, 2011 

Fbc can be realized in the Fcert hybrid world  

Hirt, Zikas, Adaptively Secure Broadcast. Eurocrypt, 2011 



Simulation based

• Composable; convenient for protocol analysis  

• E.g., Fledger based protocol design  
[Kiayias, Z., Zikas 16] 

Kiayias, Zhou, Zikas, Fair and Robust Multi-Party Computation using a Global Transaction Ledger. Eurocrypt 2016

Stay tuned…. 
my talk tomorrow afternoon about
“Crypto on the blockchain”



⇧a protocol
a number of parties n, t of which 
 controlled by adversary

fix

We say that the protocol has property

a predicate 

if and only if

8A 8Z Prob[Q(VIEW⇧
A,Z(1

�)] � 1� ✏

✏ = negl(�)

Q

Q

with error 

typically :

✏

Property based



Property based  
vs  

Simulation based 

• property based paradigm:   
much restricted adversary/environment;  
advantage:  much easier to deal with 

• Simulation based paradigm:  
complex adversary/environment  
advantage:  much easier to use



The Consensus Problem
implementing consensus:

<insert,b1> <insert,b2> <insert,bn>

b b b

Agreement = all parties output the same value
Validity = if all honest parties have the same insert 
bit, then this matches  the output
Termination = all honest parties terminate



Nakamoto’s Protocol: 
The Simplified version



Persistence: parameter k. If an honest 
party reports a transaction tx as “stable” 
(>k blocks deep) then, whenever an honest party
reports it as stable, it will be in the same position

Liveness: parameters u, k. If all honest parties 
attempt to insert the transaction tx in the ledger,
then, after u rounds, all honest parties will report
it as stable (>k blocks deep) and will always do so

transaction processing time : u as a function of k

and protocol organizes transactions in a sequence of blocks
imagine that time is divided in rounds

Defining the ledger objective

Garay, Kiayias, Leonardos, The Bitcoin Backbone Protocol: Analysis and Applications. Eurocrypt 2015, IACR ePrint 2014

[Garay, Kiayias, Leonardos 14]



Synchronous Model
• Time is divided in rounds. 

• In each round each party is allowed q queries to a 
hash function (RO) 

• messages are sent through a “diffusion” mechanism 

• The adversary is rushing and may :  
1. spoof messages 
2. inject messages  
3. reorder messages



• There are (n-t) honest parties each one producing q 
queries to the hash function per round. 

• The adversary is able to control t parties acting as a 
malicious mining pool.  

• A “flat” version of the world in terms of hashing 
power. 

• It is worse for honest parties to be separate (they 
have to pay the price of being decentralized).

Model Participants



Execution & View
⇧protocol
Aadversary

environment Z

VIEW⇧
A,Z(1

�) concatenation of the  
view of each party at each round

n parties

random variable with support :  
1. coins of  
2. Random oracle

A,Z, n copies of ⇧

3 PPT machines



Round structure

Env

Adv

broadcast

end of round i beginning of round i+1

Env

Adv

input

Hash Hash

q queries 

players

⇧⇧ ⇧ ⇧ ⇧ ⇧

rushing

output



Recall: Property of a protocol

⇧a protocol
a number of parties n, t of which 
 controlled by adversary

fix

We say that the protocol has property

a predicate 

if and only if

8A 8Z Prob[Q(VIEW⇧
A,Z(1

�)] � 1� ✏

✏ = negl(�)

Q

Q

with error 

typically :

✏



Generality of the model

Adv Adv

⇧⇧

some parties 
receiving only some 

of the messages

a large mining pool 
that is performing 

some type of selfish 
mining  

Or any combination thereof

⇧0

• We quantify over all possible adversaries; this includes:



Nakamoto’s Protocol: 
The Simplified version

Backbone protocol 



The Bitcoin Backbone Protocol

• An abstraction based on the Bitcoin 
implementation. 

• Importantly :  it distinguishes between data 
structure (blockchain) and application layer 
(transactions).

[Garay, Kiayias, Leonardos 14]



Bitcoin Backbone (1)

• players have a state      in the form of a “blockchain”:

parameterized by

C

H( )

xi
G( )G( )

sisi�1

xi�1
ctr ctr

V (x1, . . . , xi) = true

The contents of     satisfy the predicateC

and G(·), H(·) hash functions 

...

V (·), I(·), R(·)

< T



Bitcoin Backbone (2)

• Within a round, players obtain (INSERT, x) symbols from 
the environment and network and process them 

parameterized by
and G(·), H(·) hash functions 

• Then they use their q queries to           to obtain a new 
block by trying 

H(·)

G( ) ctr
si+1

xi+1

ctr = 0, 1, 2, . . .

xi+1 = I(. . . all local info . . .)

V (·), I(·), R(·)



Bitcoin Backbone (3)

• If a player finds a new block it extends 

• The new       is propagated to all players via the 
(unreliable/anonymous) broadcast

C

xi
xi�1

xi+1

C

V (·), R(·), I(·)parameterized by



Bitcoin Backbone (4)
• A player will compare any incoming chains and the 

local chain w.r.t. their length/difficulty

xi
xi�1

xi+1

yiyi�1

• Finally a player given a (Read) symbol it will return 
R(x1, x2, . . . , xi+1)

Better Chain ! 
is adopted



Validate

T



POW

T



Main Loop

Warning  
broadcasting the chain C is not OK in reality



Nakamoto’s Protocol: 
The Simplified version

Blockchain properties 



Backbone Protocol 
Properties

Common Prefix  

(informally) 

If two players prune a 
sufficient number of 

blocks from their 
chains they will obtain 

the same prefix 

Chain Quality  

(informally) 

Any (large enough) 
chunk of an honest 
player’s chain will 

contain some blocks 
from honest players

Chain Growth  

(informally) 

the chain of any 
honest player grows at 
least at a steady rate - 

the chain speed 
coefficient

Based on work of [GKL14, KP15]



CP: will honest players converge?
8r1, r2, (r1  r2), P1, P2, with C1, C2 : Cdk

1 � C2



CQ: are honest blocks going 
to be adopted by the parties? 

Parameters µ 2 (0, 1), k 2 N

produced by the adversary is less than µk
The proportion of blocks in any k-long subsequence



Chain Growth: does the chain grow?
Parameters ⌧ 2 (0, 1), s 2 N

r2 � r1 � s =) |C2|� |C1| � ⌧s
8r1, r2 honest player P with chains C1, C2



Proof strategy

1.Define the notion of typical execution. 

2.Argue that typical executions have with 
overwhelming probability. 

3.Prove CG, CP, CQ 

4.Derive persistence and liveness. 



Nakamoto’s Protocol: 
The Simplified version

Applications 



Recall : Consensus
implementing consensus:

<insert,b1> <insert,b2> <insert,bn>

b b b

Agreement = all parties output the same value
Validity = if all honest parties have the same insert 
bit, then this matches  the output
Termination = all honest parties terminate



Applying the backbone 
protocol

• It is all about defining V, I, R : 

• V = validity predicate. 

• I = input function 

• R = read function



The Nakamoto “consensus 
protocol”

https://www.mail-archive.com/cryptography@metzdowd.com/msg09997.html



Applying the backbone for 
consensus, (1)

Nakamoto “consensus protocol”

It works .. but only with constant probability of success  
(not overwhelming)



Applying the backbone for 
consensus, (2)

A (1/3) “consensus protocol” (from GKL14)

It works .. but only up to 1/3 adversarial power.



Applying the backbone for 
transaction ledger

(from GKL14)

it satisfies persistence and liveness with 
overwhelming probability as long as 
also digital signature security holds.



Nakamoto’s Protocol: 
The Full-fledged version



Can we have a 
complete analysis ?



several progresses for analyzing 
the simplified Nakamoto protocol 

• Pass et al, Eurocrypt 17, more realistic network  

• Garay et al, Crypto17, adaptive difficulty 
adjustment 

• What are missing ?

Pass, Seeman, Shelat,  Analysis of the Blockchain Protocol in Asynchronous Networks. Eurocrypt 2017. 
Garay, Kiayias, Leonardos,  The Bitcoin Backbone Protocol with Chains of Variable Difficulty. Crypto 2017. 



Multi-mode systems

• Full  mode  

• light modes (SPV, prune,… )  

• Bitcoin is a multi-mode system by design

Duong, Zhou, Chepurnoy,  Multi-Mode Cryptocurrency Systems. Manuscript. 

[Duong, Z, Chepurnoy 17]



Multi-mode systems

• Why multi-mode ? 

• How to define the security? 

Duong, Zhou, Chepurnoy,  Multi-Mode Cryptocurrency Systems. Manuscript. 

[Duong, Z, Chepurnoy 17]



Alternative Mechanisms

A Unified View



We don't want to put all eggs 
in one basket.  



Can we do a better job than 
Nakamoto?



• Most of tools were known  

• Public keys as identities  

• Time stamping 

• Hash chain  

• Incentives  

• Proof-of-work

Nakamoto’s design



• Amazing design 

• Put them together  

• Cute points 

• Open (via PoW); easy to join/leave   

• Suitable incentives  

• Adaptive difficulty adjustment  

• Scalable to a huge network of nodes; very lightweight 
communication 

Nakamoto’s design
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2009 2017
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the blockchain is  
backed up by a huge network of computing 
power; censorship resilient; very 
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Nakamoto’s design

2009 2017

the blockchain is  
backed up by a huge network of computing 
power; censorship resilient; very 
trustworthy  

The flip side:  
lots of electricity has been 
invested in this system; 
not environment friendly 



• Cute points 

• Open (via PoW)  

• Suitable incentives  

• Adaptive difficulty adjustment  

• Scalable to a huge network of nodes; very 
lightweight communication 

Nakamoto’s design



• Cute points 

• Open (via PoW)  
tricky; overlooked 

• Suitable incentives  

• Adaptive difficulty adjustment  
[GKL17]  

• Scalable to a huge network of nodes; very 
lightweight communication 
tricky; overlooked

Nakamoto’s design



Nakamoto’s design
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Nakamoto’s design

Hash



Nakamoto’s design
Alternative View



Nakamoto’s design
Alternative View

(inspired by ideas in [Garay, Kiayias, Z., CSF10])
Garay, Kiayias, Zhou, A Framework for the Sound Specification of Cryptographic Tasks. CSF 2010



Nakamoto Blockchain: Alternative View
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Hash

Nakamoto Blockchain: Alternative View
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Nakamoto Blockchain: Alternative View

Hash



F
Hash

Nakamoto Blockchain: Alternative View
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F1

Sign

use the NIST beacon 

Beacon-based Blockchain



Beacon-based Blockchain

F2

Sign

consider an 
environment 
friendly beacon 
functionality 



Sign

run a conventional secure 
Multi-Party Computation 
(MPC) protocol

Conventional MPC-based Blockchain



Sign

run a conventional secure 
Multi-Party Computation 
(MPC) protocol

our goal is to obtain a large-scale blockchain. 
Warning: Conventional MPC cannot scale. 

Conventional MPC-based Blockchain
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Channel

Broadcast
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Broadcast
Channel

Broadcast
“Flooding”



Broadcast
Channel

Communication Complexity 
for 1 Message is Θ(n).

Broadcast
“Flooding”



Lightweight communication protocols: 
• constant c messages are broadcast;
• communication  complexity is Θ(n).
• can scale to a huge network

Heavy communication protocols: 
• such as voting needs; 
• Θ(n) messages are broadcast; 
• communication  complexity is Θ(n2). 
• It is not scalable.



Conventional MPC-based Blockchain

Sign

run a conventional secure 
Multi-Party Computation 
(MPC) protocol

our goal is to obtain a large-scale blockchain. 
Warning: Conventional MPC cannot scale. Communication complexity 

(n^2)



only lightweight blockchains scale

Sign

expect a lightweight 
protocol



F2

Sign

consider an 
environment 
friendly beacon 
functionality 



F2

if we can design a 
lightweight protocol

which achieves an 
environment 
friendly beacon 
functionality 

then we could make a 
better blockchain than 
Nakamoto's



However….main obstacle:  
splitting attack 
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splitting attack on a class of lightweight protocols



splitting attack on a class of lightweight protocols



existing  
players

length ~ the resource

splitting attack on a class of lightweight protocols



existing  
players

length ~ the resource

not a concern
splitting attack on a class of lightweight protocols



new 
players

splitting attack on a class of lightweight protocols



new 
players

a big concern
splitting attack on a class of lightweight protocols



However….main obstacle:  
splitting attack 

Is that possible to fix the issue? 
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However….main obstacle:  
splitting attack 

Is that possible to fix the issue? 
Yes. players run a voting.  

Voting is a conventional MPC,   
which cannot scale to a large 
network of nodes.
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However….main obstacle:  
splitting attack 
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a class of lightweight protocols DO NOT work
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• Internet-scale 

• provably secure 

Interesting Question

Stay tuned…. Lei’s talk on Thursday
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solution good? 

No. Trapdoor available to 
a single party 



• hardware-based blockchain 

• trapdoor-resilient 

Open Question
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However….main obstacle:  
splitting attack 

Any other solutions against 
splitting attack? 
Yes.  Proof of X

X={Work, Storage, … Human-work, …}

Are they good? 
useful work, combining work with storage, memory hard PoW



• Modeling idea:  
Garay, Kiayias, Zhou,  CSF 10

• Proof-of-Stake:  
Orborous; Snow White;

• Proof-of-X:  
PoET; SpaceMint; PermaCoin; PrimeCoin; PoST;  
memory hard PoW;
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Alternative Mechanisms

A Design Example: 2-hop Blockchain



• a unified view for constructing (a class of) open 
blockchains has been developed 

• existing proof-of-stake based open blockchains 
cannot scale to a large number of nodes

so far
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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(PoW-block) can be mapped to no more than one proof-of-stake block (PoS-block) and each PoW-block is linked to
both previous PoW-block and PoS-block (See Figure ??). In this way, all valid PoS-chains will have nearly the same
length as their corresponding PoW-chains. Naturally, a chain-pair consists of a valid PoS-chain and its corresponding
PoW-chain.

Next, we provide more details. As mentioned above, the PoW/PoS-chains in the 2-hop protocol are extended
alternately. Thus, the protocol consists of PoW-rounds and PoS-rounds, which execute alternately. In each round,
each player (PoW-miner or PoS-holder) first determines a valid chain-pair with the longest PoW-chain; then the player
attempts to extend the chain-pair. More concretely, in each PoW-round, PoW-miners extend the best valid chain-pair
via proof-of-work (i.e., solving a hash inequality) where each new PoW-block is pointed to the previous PoW-block
and PoS-block (Note that, this is the difference of our PoW-block from ordinary PoW-block). Once a new PoW-block
is found, the PoW-round completes, and a PoS-round starts immediately; based on the proof-of-work chain and the
new PoW-block, a PoS-holder is chosen (i.e., testing each stakeholder’s verification key via another hash inequality),
and this PoS-holder then has the privilege to extend the best valid chain-pair on its view (i.e., by signing and approving
new transactions). We point out that, very intuitively here we treat the proof-of-work blockchain as a biased random
beacon for electing a stakeholder in the corresponding PoS-round. We may view our scheme as a proof-of-stake
scheme which uses a proof-of-work chain as a biased random beacon. Our scheme enjoys almost the same efficiency
and scalability as the original Nakamoto scheme.
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Figure 1: 2-hop blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows denote the first hops, and solid arrows denote the second hops. Red blocks Bi ’s denote the proof-of-work
blocks, and green blocks ˜Bi ’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the dark-red blocks are from the “ma-
ture blockchain”.

Why the scheme works? We here present the basic intuition for arguing the security of our scheme. Based on
the protocol description above, although we do not link the PoS-chain explicitly, the adversary cannot manipulate
an existing PoS-block because it is locked by the next PoW-block in the chain (i.e., each PoW-block is linked to its
previous PoW-block and PoS-block.) In addition, in order to extend a PoW/PoS chain-pair, the adversary needs to
control both hops: the adversary needs to first find a valid PoW solution (which defines a valid PoW block); this
PoW block specifies a valid stakeholder; and now the adversary also needs to control such stakeholder to complete the
chain-pair extension. Intuitively, it is difficult to predict the identity of the specified stakeholder. Even in the setting
that the adversary can find many PoW solutions, if he controls a very small portion of stakeholders, then the adversary
may still not be able to produce more PoS-blocks than the honest players do. Based on this intuition, we can essentially
prove the security of our blockchain if the honest players control majority of the collective3 resources (which consists
of both computing power and stake). That said, even if the adversary controls more than 50% computing power, the
honest players still have the chance to defend the blockchain via honest stake.

3Please see Section ?? for more discussions on collective resources.
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• provably secure
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a breakthrough in certain area may be a big 
disaster in other areas 

each new technique may have two sides

51% Honest Mining Power 
Assumption could be challenged 

What about dedicated hardware? 
⿊黑科技
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GHash.IO large mining pool crisis

51% Honest Mining Power 
Assumption could be challenged 



All top mining pools are in China!

They might collude for whatever reason



• Scalable to a huge network of nodes

• provably secure

• adaptive difficulty adjustment  

• implementation 

TwinsChain
[Chepurnoy,Duong,Fan,Z.,16]

V.1

Chepurnoy, Duong, Fan, Zhou, TwinsCoin: A Cryptocurrency via Proof-of-Work and 
Proof-of-Stake. IACR ePrint 2017 



these blocks are generated due to a successful �rst hop, but a failure second hop. For the sake of presentation,
we call PoW blocks successful if they are generated due to a successful �rst hop along with a successful second
hop. Oncewe have two types of PoWblocks, we canmeasure the ratio between these two types of PoWblocks.
�is idea eventually allows us to design a new di�culty adjustment mechanism, which is very important in
practice.
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Figure 2: TwinsChain blockchain structure
Here, dot arrows (that link to the previous successful block and a�empting blocks) denote the �rst hops, and solid arrows
denote the second hops. Green blocks Bi’s denote the successful proof-of-work blocks, Bj

i ’s denote the a�empting
proof-of-work blocks, and red blocks B̃i’s denote the corresponding proof-of-stake blocks. Note that the blue blocks
are from the “mature blockchain”.

1.2 Our Contributions

A�er illustrating the main ideas in our approach, we here claim the following contributions:

• We provide a clear roadmap for designing provably secure yet scalable blockchain protocols which can
be secure even when the adversary controls more than 50% computing power in the system.

• We provide the �rst implementation of provably secure and scalable blockchain design. Source code is
available; more implantation and evaluation details can be found in section 4.

• We introduce novel design ideas which allow us to construct practical open blockchain protocols via
combining proof-of-work and proof-of-stake mechanisms. Construction details can be found in sec-
tion 3. Security analysis can be found in section 5.

Highlights: We design a novel di�culty adjustment mechanism. �is idea is very important to make the
2-hop design practical.

�e security of the TwinsChain system is great. Our evaluation shows that even with 70% of total mining
power an adversary also needs for about 20% of total stake to generate a be�er chain than honest party’s.
Given Bitcoin capitalization of $11.5 billion at the moment of writing, 20% of stake is about $2.3 billion.

Organization. In Section 2, we present our analysis framework, important security properties, as well as the
challenges. In Section 3, we present the details of our TwinsChain construction. �en, in Section 4, we provide
the implementation and evaluation details. �en, in Section 5 we analyze the security of our construction.
Related work is also provided in Section 6.
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The simulation results show that even with 70% of total mining 
power an adversary also needs for about 20% of total stake to 
generate abetter chain than honest party's.  

Given Bitcoin capitalization of ~ $80 billion, 20% of stake is 
about $16 billion. 

how much is needed to mess up our system? 



• Scalable to a huge network of nodes

• provably secure

• adaptive difficulty adjustment  

• implementation 

• incentives 

• Mode switching

• Stress test

TwinsChain
[Chepurnoy,Duong,Fan,Z.,16]
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Alternative Mechanisms

A Design Technique: 
Constructing blockchains via blockchains



• i=1, other than Bitcoin 

• i=2,  

• i=3,  

• ….

i-hop Blockchain



• BitcoinNG; Hybrid consensus; Elastico; ByzCoin; 

• 2-hop blockchain; 

References



• A unified view

• A design example

• A design technique

Take home



Cryptography on the Blockchain

the sky is the limit !



• fairness = honest users get compensated by the 
adversarial users when the protocol aborts in an unfair 
manner

• first result that achieves such fairness for multi-party 
computation via blockchain with Universal Composability 

Fair Multi-Party Computation

Kiayias, Zhou, Zikas, Fair and Robust Multi-Party Computation using a Global Transaction Ledger. Eurocrypt 2016
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